Carcinogenesis.
An examination has been made of the major chemicals which are known to be carcinogenic, either in animals or in humans. As a result, a generalized type of chemical property seems to be a prerequisite for the carcinogenic activity. In most cases, this is some kind of reactive electrophilic intermediate produced directly from the carcinogen or from one of its immediate metabolites. This electrophilic reagent is generally a positively charged ion of some kind. In the case of the hydrocarbons it seems to be an incipient carbonium ion; in the case of nitrogen compounds, it is a corresponding nitronium ion. There are a number of possible substrate materials (nucleophilic) in a cells, but the dominant one which has been suspected is the nucleic acid component, either the DNA or the RNA. The bases of these materials all have extra pi electrons susceptible to attach by the electrophiles of the carcinogen. Such a modification, particularly of the DNA, could lead to either major or minor changes in the genetic composition of the cell. Minor changes are usually rectifiable or are not visible, and this would include a large variety of point mutations.